
17 “INNOCENT” 
WORDS THE MAKE 

HER HORNY…



Ever been frustrated by a woman you just couldn’t turn on? Ever want to make sure a woman 
was horny... before... You tried to make a move?

Well, my friend, you’re in the right place. Because in this very report, you’re about to discover

 17 “Innocent” words that make even the most sexually reserved woman bite her lower lip... 
because... she’s thinking about you and her naked, in bed.

Also in this report, you’ll discover 33 phrases you can “slip in” to your normal conversation 
that spark attraction...and...put a sexual spark between her legs. (Best of all – your friends, 
her friends, even her PARENTS could be sitting right next to you, and not know what’s going 
on!)These 17 Innocent Words and 33 Secret Phrases are my gift to you, for being a Spartagen 
Customer... so... I’d like to take a quick second to introduce the SCIENCE behind them:

Words are simply mind pictures. This may sound weird at first... so... Let me quickly explain:

When you hear the word “ball,” what happens in your mind? Do you get a philosophical or 
logical understanding of what a ball is? No. You “see” an image of a ball, in your mind’s eye.

Or you remember what it felt like to play catch with a friend...

Or you smell the baseball field you played on, when you were a kid...

... Whatever the case, the word “ball” is simply a trigger for pictures, feelings and emotions inside

of you. When we talk to each other, we’re basically taking our pictures, feelings and emotions 
and trying to share them with others. With women – this means sharing our lust, as well.

And because lust is such a powerful emotion,

we have PLENTY of “trigger” words attached

 to it. These 17 are my favorite. Say them to 

any woman... and... You’ll instantly see their face flush and go red. They are effective on all types 
of women, but PARTICULARLY effective

on a few types in particular. (Those types are specified immediately after each phrase) Use them 
in certain phrases, and you can “slip them in” to ANY conversation you’re having... without 
sounding awkward or creepy.

Best of all – You can use these phrases exactly as I’ve written them below and completely DENY 
you were trying anything “sexual” or “fishy.” You can simply say, “Baby, you’ve got such a dirty 
mind...” and blame HER for thinking in a sexual manner! This lets you walk away from any error 
whatsoever.

(And it’s perfect for the times when she’s simply “not in the mood...”)

I’ve broken the list below down into the 17 Most Powerful “Innocent” Words... and... the 33 
Easiest Secret Phrases to use. You’ll also discover exactly which phrases work best for all types 

of Woman. So study up! And start using these sexual triggers in your conversations, right away:



 COME:
I’m going to make you come... 

you’re gonna make me come... 

 HANDLE:
I’m not sure you can handle it... 

can you handle it? 

 FIT:
is it going to fit? TDR, NDR

not sure it’s gonna fit... 

let’s see if we can make it fit... 

 WET:
hope you don’t mind getting a little wet... 

it’s much better when it’s wet...

 INSIDE:
it’s better inside... 

it feels warm inside... 

have me inside... 

put it inside... 
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 MOUTH:
can you get it in your mouth? 

put it in your mouth... 

 LIPS:
put lips around it... 

it’s all over your lips... 

 DRIPPING:
it’s dripping down your chin... 

you’re dripping... 

 EAT: 
I wanna eat the whole thing...

 MESS: 

you’re making a mess... 

we’re gonna make a mess... 

it’s getting messy down there... 
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 NAIL IT:
I’m gonna nail it... 

 HARD:
you’re making it hard (for me)... 

its getting really hard... 

 GIVE:
I’m gonna give it to you... 

 HIT:
I’m gonna hit it... 

 SLIDE:
it’s gonna slide right in... 

it in there... 
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 ON TOP:
you like it on top... 

 BLOW IT:
you’re gonna make me blow it...

don’t blow it too soon...
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... SO THERE YOU HAVE IT.
A list of words and phrases that turn women

 on, the second you use them. But I have to warn you – These are only 17 “Innocent” Words out of 
HUNDREDS... and... only 33 Secret Phrases out of THOUSANDS! They’re my favorite and they may become 
your favorite, as well.

CAUTION: Slipping these words into your conversations will make her extremely horny. 

If you want to escalate to sex quickly you need to know the precise moment she’s at her horniest. And 
if you don’t know when this CRITICAL moment is…or suggest sex too early…you could blow it and 
completely turn her off.

You’ve probably figured out women can be hot one minute…cold the next. And if you don’t know what 
you’re doing -- making the transition from between her ears to between her legs will be awkward and can 
leave you ripe for rejection.

…BUT 

Wouldn’t it be great if you knew a word for word rejection proof method that not only got you in her pants 
every single time…but also made her aggressively approach YOU for sex? Of course it would! And it’s easier 
than you might think.  

If you want to learn this quick and easy guaranteed method check out this FREE video: Make Her Want Sex Now!

Enjoy your new-found power, responsibly :-) 

Your Friend,

− Dan 

http://www.dicarlotrack.com/click.track?CID=143862&AFID=178913&ADID=425704&SID=innocentwordsbook
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